The cloud, specifically the public cloud, is storage (or backup) that
you don’t have to manage. It has unlimited on-demand capacity and infinite burst capabilities, all for a price at or below what it would cost to
do it yourself. If you want to pay for 100 TB this month and then pay for
only 5 TB for the next year, you can do that with the cloud. You can’t
approach that kind of flexibility if you buy a storage system because
you’ve paid for it whether you use it or not.
There’s also the private cloud, where most of the marketing hyperbole is happening. For our purposes, we’ll focus on the public cloud.

CLOUD STORAGE vs. CLOUD BACKUP
Although the terms are often used interchangeably, there’s a difference
between cloud storage and cloud backup. Cloud storage is storage as
a service. To tap into cloud storage, you get an account with a service
provider; they provide you with their API and you use some type of software that enables you to store data via that API. Voila! You have storage
with unlimited capacity. You don’t manage the storage where your data
resides, and you don’t even have to ask for additional capacity. All you
have to do is pay the bill. All cloud storage providers charge a “storage
fee,” a monthly rate based on how many gigabytes of data are stored
in your account. In addition, some cloud storage providers may charge
a fee for each gigabyte that’s downloaded or uploaded—essentially a
“bandwidth fee.” With cloud storage, you still have to manage the application that’s sending the data into the cloud.

BACKUP APPS PLUS THE CLOUD:
A PRODUCT SAMPLER
Some backup applications and other products have
developed ways to integrate with cloud backup services.
Here’s a sampler of some currently available products.
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VENDOR

PRODUCT

WHAT IT DOES

CommVault
Systems Inc.

Simpana

Can use any cloud storage service that supports REST
as the target for backups and archiving

EMC Corp.

NetWorker

Can send backup data to any cloud storage service built
on the EMC Atmos platform

Nasuni Corp.

Nasuni Filer

On-site storage appliance that stores data before
sending it to the cloud; can be used as a backup target

Symantec Corp.

Backup Exec

Can send backup data to the Symantec Protection
Network

Zmanda Inc.

Amanda

Can use Amazon’s S3 service as the target for backups

